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“ I wish that they have delivery service to Columbus.” 
-George Q., YELP

“�e so� lighting and rich woods of this restaurant's 
interior make it one of the most inviting 

atmospheres in the Miami Valley.”
-Mark Fisher, Spring�eld News-Sun

“A hidden gem. Great food, attentive and pleasant 
sta�, and super sushi at a reasonable price. 

Highly recommend.”
-�omas K., UrbanspoonYou be the judge!
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   I know everyone is wondering “What 
the hell am I going to name my Halloween 
parties Facebook event?”
 You stress about it each year and it’s starting 
to show.  Your friends are concerned and its 
starting to affect your work.
   Well, you can tell your worries to suck a 
raisin cuz this year, its on me!  
   I have taken time out of my day (mostly 
consisting of: nail-biting and touching the 
tops of all of the straws at McDonald’s) to 
bear the burden of naming your Halloween 

Names for your Halloween 
Parties Facebook event                       
                                              by: Mike Hilinski

parties Facebook event for you!
  Feel free to use one of the following titles 
for your Halloween parties Facebook event!  
They’re guaranteed to attract party goers! 
Here we go:
-Hank’s Haunted Ho-down (must be named 
Hank)
-Battlestar Blackoutica
-El Dia de los Muertos y Cuervos
-The Tony Danza Extravaganza
-The Solstice with the Mostess Ghostis’
-Miley Cyrus Party Virus
-Halloweener 
 Halloweener, I hardly knew her!
-Wart Party,  Fart Party . . . Warty-Farty Party

   Thanks for reading! I am happy to provide 
this service to the community! Happy 
Halloween!

for up to 48 months
on a certified pre-owned Wagner Subaru (select models 
only.) Now through October 31, 2013. Some restrictions 
apply. See Dealer for Deatails. Subject to Credit Approval.

  

APR Financing0.99%
Purchase as low as

Photo: Tony Cherry  | Rider: Troy Merkle
thedailygrindbmx.com
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DIY: CHALLENGE by: Lisa patrick-Wright

Supplies:
Old Telephone Weekly
Scotch tape
Scissors

 
Lisa Patrick-Wright 

Co-Founder/Program Director,Grass Roots Enrichment and Wellness Center 
400 E. Fifth Street, Suite C. 

Dayton, Oh 45402 
937-723-6747 

www.grassrootsenrichment.com

What can you create out of your old Telephone Weekly’s? Get creative, deconstruct and 
reconstruct a masterpiece out of our masterpiece.

Here are a couple of projects the kids and I recycled from our old Telephone Weekly - 
Pyramids, Swords, Paper Chains. What can you make? Send in a photo of your creations 
to editor@telephoneweekly.com

Names for your Halloween 
Parties Facebook event                       
                                              by: Mike Hilinski
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Toasted 
White Bread

Provolone

lettuce 

Roast beef 

Ham

Baby Swiss

Tomato

Monster Off the Radar: Because Pop Stars Are People Too              
                                                  by Jacob S. Combs

   Some friends and I left our weird little 
Dayton for an evening to catch a show at 
Ace of Cups in Columbus. Tenement and 
Waxahatchee--two bands that have caught 
my attention in the last year--are on tour 
supporting Screaming Females, who have 
been a favorite of mine for some time now. 
Being so close to home and tickets costing 
only eight bucks, this was a show I would 
never forgive myself for missing.
   Strolling into the venue, the local opening 
band All Dogs were completing their sound 
check. I immediately recognized each 
member: guitarist/vocalist Maryn from 
indie-folk juggernauts Saintseneca, Jesse 
as the drummer of Columbus favorites 
Delay, and bassist Amanda from countless 
Columbus house shows over the last several 
years. Upon arriving, I knew it would be a 
good show, but I wasn’t fully prepared to 
make a new favorite so quickly.
   Maryn sang with record-quality control 
over the pitch and volume of her voice. 
Songs with heart-on-the-sleeve lyrics of 
unrequited love and self-doubt at times 
ventured into self-deprecating territory. 
Still, they were nothing short of catchy, 
danceable pop-punk tunes, thanks to the 
solid rhythms provided by Amanda and 
Jesse.
  Going from song to song with minimal 
stage banter, I wondered just how long these 
folks had been playing together. I knew 
they were all veterans of their local scene, 
but this sounded far tighter than a band 
in its infancy. After their set, I had every 
intention of finding Maryn and bugging 
her--partly to say hi and catch up a bit, partly 
to ask her way too many questions about All 

Dogs. I’m not sure if she left, if the crowd 
was just too dense to find her, or if I got too 
drunk too early and missed my opportunity, 
but I lost her.
  During Screaming Females’ set, I was 
able to locate All Dogs’ merchandise table 
and buy a tape from Amanda. Screaming 
Females are not a band to talk through--not 
only are they wicked loud, they rock hard 
enough to deserve every audience member’s 
full attention--so purchasing a tape was 
about the extent of any interaction I had 

with the band. (I DID get the band email 
address, at least.)
    All Dogs take up one side of the tape with 
five originals and a cover of “Every Single 
Thing” by the Muffs, no particular track 
outshining the rest. The other side is a band 
called Slouch, who are pretty sweet from 
what I can tell, but I find myself constantly 
rewinding the All Dogs side.
Pushing the limits of my car speakers, 
singing along with any lyrics I can recall 
or make up, this is a piece of music that 
will likely serve as a soundtrack to my fall 
season. With a sound that is as quirky as 
it is serious, and a style that is as relevant 
today as it would have been in the early 
1990s, it’s only a matter of time before all 
eyes are on All Dogs.
  Corrections: My last article in Issue 11 
which focused on Plan-It-X records and the 
modern folk punk movement contained a 
few factual errors. Although Landlord and 
John Darnielle (Mountain Goats) have 
performed at past Plan-It-X Fests, neither 
artists have released anything on the label. 
Also, the excerpted lyrics of “Heterosexuality 
Is A Construct” by ONSIND are: “I am 
not a heterosexual man/Not ticking your 
boxers, that’s not who I am.” Big thanks to 
Chris Clavin for his feedback and being a 
good sport. 
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Off the Radar: Because Pop Stars Are People Too              
                                                  by Jacob S. Combs

DaytonMostMetro.com  

Arts Night Out 
Joe Castillo: SandStory
Dayton Art Institute
Thursday October 24
8:00 PM

Horrorama 2013
Englewood Cinema
Friday October 25
7:00 PM

Hauntfest on Fifth
Oregon District
Saturday October 26, 
7:00 PM - 1:00 AM

Fiddler on the Roof
The Loft Theatre
Oct 31-Nov 30 
8:00 PM - 11:00 PM

Squirm Burpee Circus
Victoria Theatre
Saturday November 02, 
3:30 PM
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 As a non-believer in anything super 
empirical, I often find myself spending 
most of my days huddled away, fantasy 
novel in hand, wishing and hoping that my 
life was more exciting than that of a dullard 
waiter. When I was six, I often romanticized 
my life as a young adult; a thick bearded 
astronaut playboy who wasn’t afraid of 
the way porcelain dolls looked at me. It’s 
hard to imagine what your kid-self would 
think of you now: hung over, slopping 
subpar sausage gravy to ungrateful rednecks 
in order to make payments on a moldy, 
budget apartment. Sure, I have received 
the occasional phone number from your 
archetypical post-menopausal bird, the 
one who seductively sips her unsweetened 
raspberry ice tea, positively wondering how 
a scrawny 20 something like me could get 
in her grandfather’s Victorian bed set. But, 
as the days pass, and the 15 percent gratuity 

Waiting on a Dream; Escapades in the Front of House           
                                                    by: Danny Hamen

continually pays my rent, I begin to wonder 
how and why I chose this lifestyle.
   My first serving position was at a “wanna-
be” high society Italian chain located right 
beside a pet grooming surplus in a strip 
near the freeway. I flirted my way into 
the position, or at least that’s what my 
overzealous ego rationalized, for the GM 
was a flamboyant Sicilian bear who had 
a thing for long hair and blue eyes. So, 
while only having experience in sloppy 
hamburger chains, he gave me an apron 
and an intimidatingly long wine list. After 
consistently failing the exam, I realized that 
getting slammed on gas station chardonnay 
was not the way to get to get in touch with 
my inner wine connoisseur. So, I buckled 
down, learned exactly how much basil they 
use in their pomodoro sauce, how to tie a 
tie without looking like 90’s Avril Lavigne, 
and got to work.

   About three months in, things were golden. 
I learned how to not habitually stutter when 
repeating orders and how to open a bottle 
without getting chucks of cork into an aged 
Cabernet.  I learned that everyone else there 
may have just been as high as myself. After 
all, getting people fed on a Friday night was 
certainly not life or death and the occasional 
buzz seemed to make time fly just a little bit 
faster. I found myself running in circles on 
a homecoming dinner – a daunting line 
out the door consisting of tuxedoed, rich 
youngsters who were ready to indulge on 
some reheated lasagna on their parents’ line 
of credit. My night was seemingly going as 
planned, passing out plates of garlic and 
winking at young tweens. 
   As I haphazardly ran into the kitchen to 
drop off a tray of sullied dishware, I realized 
that I was sliding across the floor, flinging 
my tray of dishes into the air, and crash 
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Waiting on a Dream; Escapades in the Front of House           
                                                    by: Danny Hamen

landing into a nearby mantelpiece. To my 
dismay, located on top the shelf that broke 
my fall was a fire extinguisher that hurled 
itself towards the grill line. Almost in slow 
motion, the fire preventative tool slammed 
into the tile floor right on the nozzle and 
started spinning violently, expelling flame 
retardant fumes all about the kitchen. 
Trying to think fast, I lunged to my feet and 
grabbed hold of the extinguisher unsure as 
how to stop the powerful force of fumes. 
Like a Mr. Bean short, I began to flail as 
the bursts from the nozzle were too great 
for me to handle. Back and forth around 
the kitchen I was dragged, until my kitchen 
manager grabbed it from me and defused 
it (but not before I got a giant mouthful of 
toxic fumes.) Covered in dust from head to 
toe, I looked around the kitchen and noted 
that it looked like the ending of Scarface: 
white powder floating around in a comical 
cocaine-like fashion. Realizing I had tables 
to attend to, I ran out into the dining room 
and realized that the fire alarms were going 
off and teenagers were being escorted out 
of the building. Flustered, I casually waltzed 

into the bathroom. I cleaned myself up 
and laid in the bathroom stall in the fetal 
position, realizing that my future consisted 
of flipping economy hamburgers.
  Okay, so maybe I did lose the company 
an estimated 20,000 dollars in projected 
revenue (thrown away food, lost labor, food 
redemption coupons and a costly inspection) 
but for the record, that extinguisher should 
have been stored somewhere less accessible. 
A year later I came back to pick up my W2 
and was comically greeted by an unknown 
manager as the “Fire Extinguisher Doofus,” 
when he saw the name on my forms. At that 
moment, I realized that my kid self might 
be just as happy that at least my name is 
immortalized somewhere. Perhaps I’m not 
a space cadet with bushy facial hair, but I 
am that one guy who ruined homecoming 
and made a name for himself by tripping 
over his own feet.
  Danny Hamen is a Columbus native, 
admirer of cats, of acting human and 
community college sports enthusiast (Go 
Cougars). dhamen@student.cscc.edu

“Okay, so maybe I did lose the company an 
estimated 20,000 dollars in projected 

revenue (thrown away food, lost labor, food 
redemption coupons and a costly inspection) 
but for the record, that extinguisher should 

have been stored somewhere less accessible.”

1:00 & 3:30 • Victoria Theatre
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2

SERIES

SERIES

848 East Franklin Street, Centerville, Ohio (937) 938-9349
www.thereikiroomofdayton.com

Reiki is a Japanese 

technique that 

promotes healing 

through stress 

reduction 

and relaxation

848 East Franklin Street, Centerville, Ohio (937) 938-9349
www.thereikiroomofdayton.com

12/1/13
THE FINEST COLLECTION 
OF METAPHYSICAL CRYSTALS 
IN THE DAYTON AREA
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This one time, I grew a human being inside 
of my body and now I am raising that thing 
from scratch. I have absolutely no idea what 
I am doing and thought I should tell you 
about that: About how there is a giant child 
raising a smaller child, somewhere in the 
‘hood.

This Is Not An Article On Parenting              
                                           by: Mindy parade

There really is absolutely no criteria for 
becoming a parent. “Keep ‘em alive” may 
be a great motto to adopt here. From the 
start, I thought I would put the perfect 
amount of care and smarts into this whole 
‘raising a human’ endeavor. I researched 
parenting topics such as, ‘How to Grow 

the Next Supra-Human’ and ‘Thrush: How 
to Beat the Yeast’. I had even planned the 
birth to the very last detail and had an 
un-medicated water birth. (Some people 
call this natural childbirth. I think this is 
misleading and implies that any other way 
to bring a child into the world is somehow 
unnatural.) When I heard that the baby 
does not take its first breath until it comes 
in contact with air for the first time (having 
lived it’s entire life in amniotic fluid), all I 
could think was, “So...if I birth the baby in 
water, and keep it in the water, I could have 
my very own mermaid?” (Actually, I STILL 
think that would have worked.) From then 
on, all adult thought had left the building 
with Elvis.
When it sunk in that I could actually name 
this creature anything that I wanted, I 
settled on Frankenstein. I figured he would 
HAVE to be a doctor. Duh. When that 
name did not fly with the father, I settled 
on Beck Haller, which is a great and strong 
name! That one did not fly either because 
his name would have been Beck Haller 
Becker-Hall and apparently that is weird. 
No Puppet or Pepper allowed either. The 
compromise? Theodore Rocket. I think that 
is pretty good.
The one place where I feel so inadequate 
and the most like a child is at Theo’s school. 
(First of all, did you know that school starts 
in the early morning? I have to get Theo to 
school by 9:25 AM! Which means I have to 
be up by 9:20 AM! What am I? A farmer?) 
Sometimes when I pick him up from 
school, I am told about some trouble he got 
into, but it really feels like I am the one in 
trouble. I cower and wince when they tell 
me Theo is now the kid that introduces the 
others to the F-Bomb. I don’t even care! I 
just want them to stop scolding me! I don’t 
give a fuck if he uses that word, I just don’t 
want him to be THAT KID that introduces 
the other kids to curse words. I am already 
upset about getting chided by the teacher 
and don’t really know if my delicate self can 
handle phone calls or rebukes from other 
parents. When his teacher asked where he 
learned that word, I wanted to shout out, 
“Me, alright? He learned it by watching 

“My life is filled with treasure hunts in 
alleyways, songs about dead dogs, giggle-

forts, and gummy cola bottles.”

me!” (À la that 80’s anti-drug commercial.) 
But instead, I have to pretend to be shocked 
and assure her that I will beat him when we 
get home. (Okay, not really, but I SWEAR 
that is the feeling I get from the teacher: that 
I should want to inflict severe punishment 
simply because my son used a word from our 
language that, over time, has been magically 
given negative power somehow.) Another 
time, Theo was forced to call me and tell me 
he was in trouble, as punishment I guess, 
for getting in trouble. I had a little tiny 
voice on the other end of the phone telling 
me that he was very sorry for fake-eating 
during a fire drill and that he would never 
do it again. How am I supposed to care 
about that? Fake-eating is why he is in the 
Principal’s office? I could hear the teacher’s 
arm crossed tightly across her chest, and feel 
her toe tapping, and could smell her stern 
look that was saying, “See? This is what you 
get for fake-eating, Theo.” So yeah, school 
STILL sucks.
The only benefit of being a giant child 
raising a smaller child is that I always have a 
friend on my level. Someone to always laugh 
at my jokes and look up to me because I am 
taller. (As the tallest one in the house, I get 
to be the hero by reaching things on top of 
the towering refrigerator, or hanging the 
blanket on the top bunk to turn it into a 
pirate ship.) My life is filled with treasure 
hunts in alleyways, songs about dead dogs, 
giggle-forts, and gummy cola bottles. We 
wear hilarious costumes to the grocery, play 
restaurant in the kitchen (where I make 
him pay and tip me for his food), and draw 
zombie comics. All are things I did before 
he was even in the picture.
Of course, the older Theo gets, the more 
parental duties and skills I acquire. I know 
that I need to teach him morals and values 
and right and wrong and all that nonsense. 
But we have the whole rest of our lives for 
that shit. What I REALLY want is for Theo 
to look back on his childhood when he is all 
grown up and handsome and wonder, “Was 
my mom a Muppet?”
Mindy Parade still thinks that crawling 
into the oven would be a sweet-ass dance 
move. She has a blog thingy over at 
ConversingWithEarthlings.wordpress.com. 
You can reach her at  missmockduck@
gmail.com
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COLUMBUS
CALENDAR

10/25

 Short North Arts District, Columbus, Ohio
Columbus' premier Halloween extravaganza. So 
big we had to close High Street to stage it! Two 
days of over-the-top celebrations.

10/25 -26HighBall Halloween 2013

Skully's Music Diner 
Carlin Guthrie
The Girls!
Angela Perley & The Howlin' Moons

CD102.5'S HAUNTOBER SHOWCASE

Woodland's Tavern  

WCBE Presents Della Mae 10/25

The Best of the Ottawa International 
Animation Festival 2013 10/29

The Wexner Center

HITCHCOCKTOBER Thru 10/31

Gateway Film Center
Just in time for the Halloween season, the film 
center's 4th annual tribute to the master of 
suspense, Alfred Hitchcock, showcases some of 
Hitchcock’s best and most loved films.

National Bronze
Sculpture Symposium
10/26
Sunset Bronze Pour, dance & drums

11/29

Legendary Lights of 
Clifton Mill
11/29-1/1 6-9p (6 & under free)
3.5 million lights illuminate the mill 

11/29
1/1
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  There are things you must know. I’m sure 
of that. But I don’t know exactly what they 
are. So I’ll start at the beginning.
  My earliest memory is of my mother. She 
was in the bath tub and, I believe, shaving 
her legs. I was maybe three years old, too 
young to be left alone. So I sat on the 
bathroom floor and played with toy soldiers.
   It’s only an image. May not even be real. 
But it has always lived in my mind as my 
earliest memory.
 The first dream I remember was also about 
my mother. In it, she had turned to stone. 
Cold and motionless. I presume I was 
coming to terms with the concept of death, 
which I had picked up like chicken pox or 
the flu and was developing antibodies to 

Chapter 1: Memory of My Mother

An Exquisite Corpse, Volume 1                      

                               by Thomas Grey / compiled by J. Ambrose Sweigart / Illustrated by Adam Eckley

This is a serialized work of fiction compiled 
by J. Ambrose Sweigart See the continuation 
in our next issue. 

cope with. I told no one about the dream, 
but remember spending the night clutching 
my pillow and sobbing. 
   My name is Thomas Grey, and I can say in 
complete honesty that I don’t know which 
memory contained my real mother. In fact, 
in some sense I may not have a mother, only 
the idea of one. Did my memory place her 
in the bath? Did I kill her in my dream?
   For 32 years, though, my narrative was 
much more simple. She was the one in the 
bath. Her name was Madeline. I loved her. 
She died much later. But she did die. 
    That version of my life is plain enough. 
I grew up in suburban Dayton, Ohio. In 
high school I was a quiet kid, which led to 
many a bloody nose. They called me a fag so 
often that I wondered if I was one. I almost 
wished I was, because that would give me 
some reason to feel oppressed. But alas, I 
was just a geek who got his ass kicked for 
no apparent reason on a semi-weekly basis.
   After surviving high school, I went to 

college at Kent State. I met other people 
who liked to read, and started to come out 
of my shell. One of them was Angela, with 
whom I fell in love and lost my virginity. I 
think I would have spent my life with her, 
but it’s easy to allow that fantasy now. She 
showed me how to roll a joint, wearing 
gloves with the fingertips removed. She wore 
brightly colored, mismatched hats, scarves 
and boots. She laughed like I imagine the 
Earth would, deep and full, and drank wine 
out of the bottle.
   I had always been good at math, so I just 
kind of fell into studying math education. 
Honestly, I think I was looking for something 
simple. Strangely, it never occurred to me 
that I would some day work in a school until 
I had a chunk of coursework behind me.
 I graduated with grades befitting someone 
who tries only hard enough to not fail, who 
rushes off to see Angela after finishing what 
he reasons is a C-worthy paper. Who does 
his homework in coffee shops and bars, 

hoping to be distracted.
   After graduating, I moved to Cincinnati 
to take a job. I hated it. The children were 
slimy, glassy eyed, over-perfumed, nasty, 
cocky little fucks. They all seemed so young, 
compared to the high school I remembered. 
They were children, disgusting little 
children.
   Disillusioned with teaching, I took an 
actual interest in math for the first time. 
Alone in my apartment, I would read 
about physics and the universe. My mind 
expanded, and I reason that’s when I first 
began to assume my role. Or maybe it 
started in the middle school lunchroom, 
apart from the scene that to the outside 
observer I was in the middle of.
     As I would study, I would drink. First 
beer, then wine, then liquor. By the time 
five years had gone by, my studies were piles 
of dust. My job was a mechanic reflex. After 
work, I would go home and eat a microwaved 
dinner washed down with a rum and coke. 
I would gulp down a liter of booze while 
shaving, doing laundry, grading homework 
or some other distracting activity. At some 
point, I knew it was time. And I would 
stumble out to the bar. There, I would sip a 
shot of either whiskey or rum straight with 
a beer chasing each drink.
    The words would spill out like vomit. 
I would talk to the drunk fellow next to 
me, or the bartender, or sometimes no 
one at all. I would blather on about God, 
or about what I thought was string theory, 
or about the problem with people, or about 
the specific texture of the bar. At one bar 
I frequented, called Husk’s, they called me 
Professor. They never listened, or else it 
would be obvious I had no idea what I was 
talking about, but they recognized random 
words and ascribed me with an impressive 
vocabulary.
   They would pepper me with questions 
because they thought I was some kind of 
autistic savant. “How many miles are we 
from the moon?” “What is the meaning of 
life?” “What are the odds on the Buckeyes 
game?” “When will I die?”
  I made up answers. That’s when I fully 
became the Narrator. I guess one of those 
questions I must have answered correctly. I 
don’t know which one.

   This is a serialized work of fiction from 
“Whispers and Shadows: Volume I: An 
Exquisite Corpse” available by order 
from your local (preferably independent) 
bookseller or on Amazon.com or Kindle. 
The author,      J. Ambrose Sweigart, can be 
reached at thomasgrey12@gmail.com. See 
the continuation in our next issue. 



 
20th Century Modern Furniture    Art    Decorations 
Wednesday-Saturday 12 to 8

 
(937) 520-3782    605 E. Fifth St. Dayton, OH    45402
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Skilless Villains HALLOWEEN

Old Time Acoustic Jam

Saturday Oct 26th

Every Wednesday
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I only came for donuts.
   It was after midnight at Sunoco on Wayne 
& Wyoming, a popular one-stop shop for 
the Mountain Dew mouth’d meth-heads 
of Dayton’s east end. Being that my house 
was located only a few blocks away, I was 
what you would call a frequent patron of 
this place – my Sunoco. I was standing in 
line, donuts in hand, stoned with everyone 
else, my darling neighbors. We each served 
as ambassadors or honorary delegates, 
representing our respective substances: 
There stood Oxycontin, and next to her was 

East Dayton, Hardcore Ecstasy
by: M Ross Perkins

Purple Drank and in line was Milwaukee’s 
Best Ice. There were others, but it was 
difficult to pinpoint their exact chemical 
preferences. I, the polyester odd-man with 
the Ringo haircut, was Medicinal Pot that 
night. Behind me, several “cheeseburger hot 
dogs” were spinning endlessly on a rotisserie 
with a long-defunct heating element. I had 
never seen a person buy one of these, but I 
could always count on their availability. At 
Sunoco, the cheeseburger hot dogs always 
waited patiently, spinning in their places, 
granite solid and tempting us at any hour 

of the day.
   In front of me stood a large, homunculus 
neanderthal man in rotten Carhart overalls. 
He was buying only beer because, of course, 
it was too late for the lotto and we all knew 
that. He swayed languidly as he waited 
in line, his hands unswinging at his sides 
while a case of Milwaukee’s Best Ice tickled 
his inner palm. Soon, he imagined, he 
would be back home, slamming those beers 
with a technique that could be referred to 
as East Dayton Waterboarding. In front 
of this neanderthal, there was an equally 
large woman with a strange, unfamiliar 
dialect. German, I imagined. The woman 
was chatting up the familiar half-wit cashier 
girl who humored the rambling, although 
looking clearly annoyed while doing so.
   The woman recanted some tale of Job & 
Family Services horror, our local storytelling 
genre of choice.
  “I just pray to Jesus you never have to 
go through somethin’ like that,” said the 
Germanic briar lady. Call her Helga von 
Four Loco. 
    “Jesus have mercy, I just hope you never 
go through that.”
 Annoyed, the toothless neanderthal 
looked back at me and gestured toward the 
conversation as if to say “My! This is taking 
quite some time, is it not?” I telepathically 
agreed and wondered if this man had ever 
read Longfellow. 
     Helga continued rambling when suddenly, 
in a moment of complete unpredictability, 
the neanderthal lost it. He piped up, having 
had just about enough of this nonsense:
  “You got a thinnin’ hair line, you know 
that?!”
  Helga turned around and stared at him 
in shock.
   “I said you got a thinnin’ hair line.”
   The cashier stared blankly.
   We all stared blankly. 
 On the trebled-out radio behind the 
counter, someone sang of Honky Tonk 
Badonkadonks and though impossible, I 
began to feel more high.
  Helga, too confused to be fully offended 
yet, gathered her items and said nothing. 
She left hurriedly, as if the re-run season 
finale of the Steve Wilkos Show had begun 
that very minute. “Wilkos. Must be what 
those Jujubes are for,” I thought. The half-
wit cashier just kept staring at the tactless 
neanderthal, who approached the register 
in a way that was spookily casual for 

“She turned to me with a liquid neck and 
flipped her unwashed Pennzoil dipstick 
ponytail behind her shoulder. I stared, 

bleary. My god, was I stoned.”

someone who had just turned our entire 
world upside down.
   “You believe that ole’ hair-lip?!” he blurted. 
  “What’s a hair-lip, man? Whyn’t you tell 
me what a hair-lip is, huh? I don’t know 
what a fackin’ hair-lip is,” said the half-wit, 
clearly irate and looking very much like a 
person who wanted to go snort Trazodone.
   “That’s a’ ole’ hair lip...” the neanderthal 
explained, without actually clarifying 
anything. The cashier responded, 
increasingly frustrated still. 
  “Man, what the fack you talkin’ ‘bout, 
a hair lip? She ain’t got no hair-lip, she’s 
German.”
    I was right. Helga the hair-lip was, in fact, 
German. 
 The neanderthal grumbled, wiped his 
nose, and decided to let this one go. Better 
just take that beer and retreat. Back home, 
the Steve Wilkos Show was on. And his 
girlfriend wasn’t going to beat herself. 
   Exit neanderthal.
  It was at this moment that I finally took 
my turn and stepped into the agony of my 
transaction. I approached the counter, but 
to the half-wit, I wasn’t even there. She 
turned to her colleague at Register 2 and 
decided that she just needed to go ahead 
“pop off” for a “gat damn” minute.
    “He’s lucky I didn’t whip ‘ees fackin’ ass, 
sayin’ that shit. She ain’t got no hair-lip, 
she’s German...Fackin’ asshole.”
   She turned to me with a liquid neck and 
flipped her unwashed Pennzoil dipstick 
ponytail behind her shoulder. I stared, 
bleary. My god, was I stoned. And I was 
speaking to her silently behind my eyes, 
saying “I have died a singular death here 
tonight, half-wit, for mine ears hath found 
the gallop of your pale, pale horse and I 
would also like a pack of Marlboro Reds in 
a box.” I remember distinctly how in that 
moment, I felt much like someone had 
surgically, permanently fixed a NAPA Auto 
Parts hat to my skull.
   We stared at each other for too long – far, 
far too long – saying nothing, until finally, 
she filled me in as to the unspoken detail of 
the situation:
   “My son is a hair-lip,” she explained.

   The preceding short story is absolutely, 
100% true. For more information or to 
scold me for using the term “hair-lip,” email 
me at michaelperkins@gmail.com and I will 
apologize.
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Fairy Doll Houses at Grass roots!

Saturdays, Nov. 2-23
10-11:30 am
Cost: $12/session or $40 for all 4 weeks
Ages: 3-12 yrs.

Your child will get to create an 
entire fairy doll house. Each 
room will be decorated to look 
like a real fairy home down to 
the very last detail. Kids will 
get to keep their beautiful 
creations!

Enjoy Ohio's Bounty!

Charkoota Rye 
New Holland Brewing Company

Innis & Gunn Spiced Rum
Innis & Gunn

Hoppy Feet
Clown Shoes

Enjoy Ohio's Bounty!

Charkoota Rye 
New Holland Brewing Company

Innis & Gunn Spiced Rum
Innis & Gunn

Hoppy Feet
Clown Shoes

     Let us travel back to the days of real musical 
revolution around the world, especially in 
our own precious and innocent country. 
(Innocent, as the government would have 
you believe.) Going all the way back to the 
late 1940’s and early 1950’s, Rock ‘n Roll was 
created almost subconsciously and changed 
the facade of music as we know it... forever!
   Fast forward 65 years or so and you have 
Mama! A four piece from Ohio’s capital city, 
these boys retain the pure essence and heart 
of their genre, nailing it on the head and 
adding a few drops of their own elixirs to cure 
your search for true Rock ‘n Roll.
Honest, blues-driven rock with punchy 
drumming, the band draws influences from 
Leon Russell, The Faces, Bonham, Paul 
McCartney, Joe Cocker, and Patto. Throwing 
elements of funk, blue-eyed soul, and country 
rock into the cauldron, Mama has a timeless 
sound of their own. Yet so familiar! They play 
all originals, except for one or two perfectly 
selected covers per show. For instance, on an 

April 20th show, they did their own spin on 
Ray Charles’ 1966 hit “Let’s Go Get Stoned.”
  When I asked Travis Anderson (vocals) 
how they are received in Columbus (because 
Columbus loves their metal and indie), he 
responded: “We are received rather well, 
especially in larger crowds where people are 
not as afraid to get up close and enjoy the 
show”. Travis and the other members also 
stated how much they love playing in Dayton 
and mentioned how they always have a great 
turnout. Travis said, “Even tattooed dudes 
and metal heads come up to us after the show 
explaining how they dug us”.
   Newest member Courtney Hall (drums) 
went on to say, “When I saw these guys play 
live for the first time, I witnessed how well 
they vibed together, how the audience vibed 
with them, and I wanted to join as soon as I 
could. This is the only band that I’ve been a 
part [that] is a family.”
  Mama has an upcoming show Friday, 
October 25th at Blind Bob’s in Dayton, 
Ohio. They are truly something to check out. 
You can see their schedule by visiting the 
band’s Facebook:
h t t p s : / / w w w. f a c e b o o k . c o m / p a g e s /
Mama/296050177164444
-Travis Anderson: Vocals
-Derek Spaulding: Guitar
-Austin Redd: Bass
-Courtney Hall: Drums
Questions, Comments, Suggestions? Email 
me at  discosucks666@gmail.com
Stay Strange America! 

homeecdayton.com
homeeconomicsdayton@gmail.com

937 718 0072

Cleaning
&

Organzition

stay strange “mama” by: Brock Mckibben
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Mary G Interviews brooklyn             
                                                                                                         by:Mary G

Mary: Is there anyone’s’ style you admire 
or are influenced by?
Brooklyn: ummm, un-established clothing 
designers…I guess. Like the underground 
urban street wear. Not too fancy, I like to 
get fancy, but I’m not too fancy
Mary: where do you see these things?
Brooklyn: Like blogs, internet, (laugh) the 
inter webs 

Mary: Any favorite brands or designers?
Brooklyn: I’d say The 100’s are pretty good, 
off the top of my head
Mary: is that shoes?
Brooklyn: they’re a west coast brand, they’re 
clothing and they do make sneakers. And 
I’d have to say Extra Medium and The 420 
(VVXI?)
Mary: 420?
Brooklyn: I have one of their shirts, it’s 
by… his names Anthony….I follow him on 
twitter….I know Extra Medium is Jordan 
Issum (SPELLCHECK). He went to Wayne 
(HS). He’s in California now but I think he 
still makes clothes though. Yea, those are 
styles I feed off of. 
Mary: That sounds personal, have you ever 
seen him or met him in person?

Brooklyn: Yea I’ve met The420, pretty sure 
he goes to Wright State, I think he’s out in 
the Beavercreek area. I met him out there
Mary: That’s pretty cool
Brooklyn: Yea (laughs) their styles are on 
point to my style
Mary: What are you looking forward to 
wearing this fall?
Brooklyn: Flannels, light jackets, and crew 

necks

Mary: Are you looking for anything 
specific to buy?
Brooklyn: Addidas I guess. Addidas and 
Converse
Mary: Are you always looking for shoes?
Brooklyn: …yea. I got a like a side addiction 
to shoes, really expensive shoes that should 
not be bought for the price

Mary: do you have a favorite style era or 
time period?
Brooklyn: Would you say Prince is a time? 
(Both laugh)
Mary: oh…my god. I just breathed in some 
drink...
Brooklyn: His style is pretty awesome. Uh 
I would say maybe like 2000’s, I’m a 90’s 
baby, but 2000’s. 
Mary: to answer your question, yes, prince 
is a time
Brooklyn: Yes! (Laugh) 

Mary: What’s your favorite accessory?
Brooklyn: A muffin, and a necklace that 
means something
Mary: Do you have one of those?
Brooklyn: I’ve got one, and I’ve got another 
but this girl has it right now. (Pulls out a 
wooden cross pendant on a leather like 
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Mary G Interviews brooklyn             
                                                                                                         by:Mary G

string) I like this one even though I don’t 
really believe in Christianity. I believe 
there’s a higher power. 
Mary: where did you get it?
Brooklyn: uh, I got it at a farmers market in 
Huber on Old Troy. 

Mary: If you could have the wardrobe 
from any movie what would it be?
Brooklyn: I think I would have to say 
Ghostbusters, for sure. Because I would love 
something to zap people with (laughs)
Mary: so you want the equipment, not the 
clothes!
Brooklyn: well the clothes are cool too, ‘cus 
it’s like janitors uniforms 

Mary: Has your outfit traveled?
Brooklyn: I know my cousin borrowed this 
for a whiiiiiile, my shirt. It was supposed to 
be like one day and I just got it back like a 
year later. The pants I guess you could say 
they traveled from New York. But the shoes 
are just Ohio

Mary: Someone stole your entire wardrobe, 
except for one thing. What is it and why?
Brooklyn: I would probably say my sky 
blue…corduroy… Levis. (Laughs) I think 
they’re regular, but they may be flared. And 
that’s why I don’t wear them 
Mary: what are they doin’ in your closet?
Brooklyn: I bought them at the Levi store 
and I thought it would be a good idea and I 
was like ‘oh yea cool’ and then no. I was like 
‘oh its blue it’ll be like wearing jeans’ and 
no it’s not the same at all

Mary: ok, what’s the thing you hope they 
left behind?
Brooklyn: hmm, I have a lot of clothes, 
which is very sad. I have clothes and apple 
products that’s it. 
Mary: good combo
Brooklyn: I would say my North Face 550 
jacket. Because I’ve had it since, I wanna say 
‘05? And got bit by a dog- in the arm, and 
didn’t have any injuries. I was like “yeaaa 
this fucking jacket’s awesome!” All it had 
was like not even four bite holes where the 
dogs’ teeth went in. I just put my arm up 
and the dog bit, and I was like ahhhh. Got 
the dog off and then I got my jacket off and 
I was like ‘ohhh that’s awesome’ my jackets 
still awesome!  
Mary: wait so the jacket wasn’t even that 
damaged and your arm was completely 
fine?
Brooklyn: like the jacket had like two holes 
in it right now, and it has so many pockets
Mary: that’s a damn good jacket
Brooklyn: I know, I was like “not bad!” for a 
jacket that was already like 4 years old
  
Mary: Do you remember any favorite 
childhood outfits? 
Brooklyn: actually yea, I don’t even know 
what you would call it. Guess we would have 
to Google it. Like Eddie Murphy coming to 
America… (Laughs) I had the square hat, 
a button up short sleeve shirt and some 
pants: and they were ALL matching.  (In an 
African pattern)
Mary: What year was this?
Brooklyn: it had to be like 93

miamivalleytrails.org

bikemiamivalley.org

For the November Ride
 we will join the Dia 

de los Muertos Parade from 
Missing Peace Art Space.

 Costumes are not required,
 but we love them,

 so feel free to dress up.

November 1, 2013 - 5:30pm 
Fifth Third Field Plaza
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   If you need a Cosplay getup, it doesn’t 
take much to go on Amazon, buy an Ash 
Ketchum hat, and call it a day. I know— I’ve 
done it. With that in mind, I can’t help but 
feel a little guilty when I see people investing 
remarkable amounts of time, energy, money, 
and material into making their outfit the 
best it can possibly be. Face it, you’ve always 
wanted a full-metal, fully operating Iron 
Man suit, complete with rocket launcher 
and sexy female companion. Don’t want to 
make it yourself? That’s okay, because there 

“Upon seeing the Irrational Games’ pre-release pictures 
of Elizabeth from the award-winning (and kick-ass) 

Bioshock: Infinite, she created her own Elizabeth Cosplay. 
Irrational loved it so much that they hired her on to be 

the human base model for the final product.”

Considering a Career in Cosplay?               
                                            by: Jasmine Myrick

is a steadily growing community of people 
who are actually studying engineering 
and theatrical costume design for the sole 
purpose of designing Cosplay...As an actual, 
grown-up, bill paying job. Crazy, right? 
What are you studying again?
   On average, full costumes can run from 
$100 on sites like Etsy, to as much as $500 
(the latter being beautifully designed, 
painstakingly accurate, and surprisingly 
durable.) There are some internationally 
known Cosplayers, such as Yaya Han or Jia             

Jem, who have websites and a crazy loyal 
following. Some are invited to conventions 
to act as judges, sign autographs, and show 
off their latest work. Others load up their 
finest projects and auction them off on the 
spot. If you make a name for yourself and 
you’re efficient, you can make some serious 
bank.
  Interested in a career in the Cosplay 
field? Not a designer? That’s okay—the 
Cosplay occupational field is full of so 
much opportunity, they should seriously 
start advertising it at college job fairs. It 
would save you hours on all of these post-
graduation job searches. 
  Some people prefer to work behind the 
scenes, taking professional photographs of 
Cosplayers and their posses for a negotiated 
rate. It’s a mutually beneficial agreement, 
since the actors get their photos and the 
photographers get to add portraits of Storm 
Troopers to their portfolios. As a Theater 
Studies major, many of my friends who 
study costume design make their own 
Cosplay and have even enlisted my help 
in developing a technique for perfecting a 
character’s mannerisms. 
  Perhaps you just want to stand around 
looking pretty. Guess what? Costume 
designers need people to model their work.
On the other hand, even if you can’t sell your 
Cosplay, people will take notice and it can 
land you some amazing opportunities. Take 
Anna Movela (a.k.a  Ormeli) for example. 
Upon seeing the Irrational Games’ pre-
release pictures of Elizabeth from the award-
winning (and kick-ass) Bioshock: Infinite, 
she created her own Elizabeth Cosplay. 
Irrational loved it so much that they hired 
her on to be the human base model for the 
final product. I don’t know about you, but 
I think that’s pretty freaking awesome. So 
let’s recap:
 Need someone to make a costume? Check.
Need an engineer to build a rocket launcher? 
Done.
Photographers? Got it covered.
Models? Yep.
Sexy female companion? That’s probably 
some sort of prostitution, but I think they 
can hook you up. 



  Do you hate The Man? Are you tired of The 
Man always bringing you down? He’s at work 
bumming you out. He’s at the bar acting a 
fool. He’s at the grocery store spreading all 
the bad vibes. He’s on the radio being wicked 
annoying. He’s got sweat shops with little kids 
working for free like he’s some kind of fucked 
up Santa Claus. He’s on the television putting 
you down like “Are you really smarter than 
a fifth grader, bro?” He’s always starting shit 
with other countries and getting all agro. He 
tries to get you to buy his stuff all the time and 
you’re all like “Dude, I seriously don’t need 
that stuff. Go away.” The Man is a total dick 
and he’s probably with your girlfriend right 
now. But what are you gonna do about it? The 
Man isn’t going to fuck himself! Wearing a 
Guy Fawkes mask and writing Facebook posts 
hasn’t been making any progress. While out 
making stupid Vine videos, getting cool shirts 
at Suburban Outfidders, chugging Coors 
Light, and “Throwing Back the Thursdays,” 
you could be fucking The Man all the while! 
Here is a quick bullet list of ways to fuck The 
Man hardcore by investing in your community!

BANKS
    The Man is all about banks! He loves the 
fact that people willingly give him money to 

Eff’ The Man and How!                     
                                    by: Eric Bluebaum

“store” for “safe” keeping. The fact of the 
matter is that the banking industry is one of 
the biggest ways in which The Man brings you 
down. High-interest rates, overdraft fees, and 
all the little fines in between are some of the 
ways The Man gets his cash from you, so why 
participate? Some of you have already been 
sticking it to The Man by handling your own 
money, but for some of us that need plastic in 
order to maintain, there are Credit Unions! 
Credit Unions are typically locally owned and 
operated and are often a way better experience 
than traditional banking. Credit Unions offer 
all the same things that banks do but with 
less malevolence. And they usually do a lot to 
invest in their community in various ways. I 
switched to a Credit Union five years ago and 
it has been great ever since!

GROCERIES
   Owning all of the various ways you can get 
food is another favorite past time of The Man. 
He likes to control your money and make you 
think you have to get your food from someone 
in their corporate world. There are plenty 
of ways for you to obtain your nutrition and 
keep The Man out of your biz. An easy way 
is to purchase groceries from local farms and 
market places. Whether you’re out and about 

in rural land hitting the farmer stops or at 
a local market (like 2nd Street Market) the 
prices and flavors are always favorable. A more 
difficult but equally rewarding way is to grow 
your own food with organic seeds. The age of 
the front yard is over and now we can begin 
the gardening age. Community gardening 
is always a great way to start or looking up 
different techniques online can help. When 
you grow your own food, it’s free!

RESTAURANTS
   Corporate food can go straight to hell. 
Although there are a few chain restaurants 
that are trying to improve or maintain an 
ethical performance, the majority of corporate 
restaurants serve horrible quality processed 
foods and “ingredients” that come out of bags 
and are mixed with water. On top of that, it 
provides a work environment that offers low 
pay and little to no room for advancement 
or skills to be learned. Wages and labor are 
kept sharp in order to send the money up the 
ladder to the people who have never stepped 
foot in the restaurant and trade shares in a 
legal gambling ring called the stock market. I 
don’t know anyone who actually likes working 
these places. Rather, most folks work there 
because the job is simply available. These kind 
of jobs are available because a lot of people eat 
corporate food. However there are always new 
local restaurants and bars opening up that 
outshine chain food in taste and price value. 
Serving and cooking jobs are the backbone 
of our up-and-comers and provide a base for 
many people to get on their feet. Without 
having to pay some tie toting CEO, the 
overhead of a store can be returned directly 
to the employees, making it a more beneficial 
and enjoyable experience (as well as building 
the community.) When people can pay their 
bills, they will be more likely to go out and 
purchase nice things for themselves and 
others, thus stimulating local economy.

SUPER-STORES
   Do I even need to talk about Wal-Mart? For 
anything you could want at Wal-Mart, there 
are two or three stores dedicated to that kind 
of item and can probably actually answer a 
question about something.

GAS
   The Man is the very reason we are still using 
fossil fuels. He has fought hard to keep control 
of the oil and he’s not going to let some nerd 
with a car that runs on water interrupt his 
cash flow. There have been a whole gaggle 
of alternative-fuel cars invented over the 
years. But while we allow The Man to have 
power over us, we wont see many of these on 
dealership lots. What we can do, however, is 
spread awareness about how we already have 
the technology to minimize our gas use, fight 

for these technologies, and use gas as little as 
possible by walking, biking, and carpooling.

DRINKS
   We all know how unhealthy soda is, yet we 
still drink it. However, there are plenty of soda 
companies that make natural and preservative-
free sodas to provide a healthier and Man-less 
experience. Beer has been been fucking The 
Man indie-style for the past twenty years 
through the craft beer phenomena. The three 
breweries to open up in Dayton alone this 
year are testaments to this. In addition to the 
numerous hop growing farms in the area, beer 
has become one of the most ethical things one 
can get a hold of these days, assuming you 
have good taste.

CLOTHES
  Clothes produced in sweat shops are 
disturbingly popular in America. This is how 
The Man decides what you are going to wear. 
He designs a template for everyone to fall into, 
and by fall into I mean go buy at the mall. He 
makes you think that looking like everyone 
else is the way to be an individual, all the while 
making a killing off of cheap labor. One can 
find their own style by purchasing ethically 
produced clothing or visiting locally owned 
consignment shops.

ENTERTAINMENT
 Last, but definitely not least, is entertainment. 
Much like clothing, The Man likes to decide 
what you watch and listen to. This is the most 
dangerous tactic The Man uses since he’s not 
just choosing how you spend your money, but 
also controlling your ideas and creativity. You 
may not notice it. But much like the devil, the 
more you notice The Man’s pop culture, the 
more it notices you. As much as I love to hate 
the Jason Beavers and Molly Cyclones out 
there, even mentioning their names generates 
profit. Every YouTube video you watch has 
an ad and a counter on it, and every view 
equals money in the bank. Whenever the 
next brainwashed teen pop idle goes on TV, 
they get paid for it and if you watch it, you 
indirectly contribute to that profit. Everyone 
and their grandmother has a band and there 
are countless indie films and topic discussion 
formats out there. So, the TV has become 
painfully redundant. Take the ads out of art 
and put creativity back into the hands of the 
people.

  In closing, money talks and one should have 
a broad vocabulary. The next time you’re out 
itching to spend your cash, think about how 
hard you can fuck The Man by just buying a 
cup of coffee, a tasty deli sandwich, or even 
buying a book. Every little bit counts and it 
only works if we all work together.

Considering a Career in Cosplay?               
                                            by: Jasmine Myrick
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  Have you guys seen my keys? I think I lost 
them in your couch. Oh, HI FOLKS.
  Well, since you have me here, I guess I can 
go on typing about a bunch of shit that I 
heard you like to read. Sorry I’ve been gone 
so long. I went on a 3 month drinking binge 
and I think someone was replacing my tap 
water with LSD. Anyway, it was this whole 
Richard Chase thing. I may have killed 
the neighbor’s dogs and cats. Whatever. 
Moving on. Glad to be back, sitting here 
at my computer on this cloudy October 
afternoon, with nothing to do except talk 
about horror movies and stuff that I like. 
   First off, I want to thank everyone that has 
yelled at me to get back into writing. Not 
that I haven’t wanted to write, but I seriously 
have had my doubts if I was even worthy 
of print. I love being a manic depressive! 
What is it that motivates people, anyway? 
I’m kind of stuck in the Freudian belief 

that everything is about weird mommy-love 
stuff and since my penis was eaten by a bear 
(I mean ripped off by a tornado), I kind 
of lose track of whats important now and 
then. Which bring me to my next point. 
Alienation! 
   I’ve started to wonder if I’m getting your 
attention too easily by writing about films 
that we all know and love or may have seen 
once during a smoke break from the wild-
animals-on-ecstacy orgy in the back yard. 
That’s why I’ve decided to dig a little deeper 
into obscurity with this column, chat it 
up about a movie you can’t just watch on 
Netflix, and alienate the reader. Yay!
   Lets begin. My sister was just recently in 
town from Coolioolio World where she 
lives and handed me some birthday gifts. 
Along with some delicious beer that you 
can’t find on shelves here, she handed me 
some pretty fucked up movies. Our film 

today is 1988’s straight-to-the-dollar-bin 
gem, The Abomination staring Scott Davis 
(known for this) and Jude Johnson (also 
known for this but probably has some Texas 
community theater background.) Directed 
by Max Raven on the shoestring budget of 
whatever it costs to ask a slaughterhouse for 
leftover cow intestines, this movie doesn’t 
waste your time with previews of other films 
being distributed or any of that nonsensical 
FBI jargon. Nope just immediate “Max 
Raven and Matt Devlin Present” and a 
voice over saying “Doctor, help me. The 
nightmares are coming back. You have to 
do something!” As the film begins, you are 
introduced to two voices. One is the voice 
of the lead, Cody, and the other is a doctor. 
The doctor is asking Cody to describe his 
nightmare to him. Cody begins to describe 
himself driving past a cemetery and being 
controlled by an abomination, a demon 
from hell, and some other bible stuff. As the 
two are talking, the screen is bombarded with 
landscape shots of a man chasing a woman 
across a Texan countryside. Eventually, he 
catches up with her and slits her throat. It is 
implied that he has put her body in the back 
of his truck and heads to a car wash where 
he washes all the blood off of the vehicle. 
Now, something happens here that had me 
a little confused. The doctor (who is talking 
with Cody throughout the entire film) asks 
him to go back and describe what happened 
before that. Umm...This is a fucking dream, 
dude. I’m pretty sure you can’t go back and 
remember things that happened in a dream, 
when you haven’t had that part of the 
dream, I just...Uh...Agh...OK, moving on.
    So somehow, Cody is able to go back and 
start describing this dream from the true 
beginning. He lives at home with his dear 
mother who is convinced she has a tumor 
in her chest and spends all day and night 
watching a televangelist named Brother 
Fogg. While sitting there watching her 
preacher show, Cody comes home late from 
work to shit all over his mom and walk away 
smug and shirtless. When he leaves the 
room, Mom stands up, puts her hands on 
the TV, and the televangelist attempts to 
cure all his viewers of whatever ails them. 
She drops to her knees and coughs up a 
disgusting, pulsating chunk of bloody meat 
stuff. She tosses it into the garbage and 
looks relieved to have finally gotten rid of 
the tumor. That night however, the tumor 
snails itself out of the trash and into Cody’s 

bedroom where it crawls up and into the 
guys mouth. The next day he wakes up 
and goes about his day, hanging out with 
his girlfriend Kelly and his buddy Ike. Like 
the proud, noble Texans that they are, 
they spend the afternoon drunk driving in 
separate ford trucks, laughing and literally 
just pouring beer all over each other while 
tearing ass down country roads. After the 
whole day of drunk driving, they all go 
their separate ways and Cody sits in silence, 
resenting a comment his friend Ike made 
about his religious mother. 
   In the next scene, you are introduced 
to Cody’s boss, Hyrim. Hyrim looks 
suspiciously like the actor playing Ike, 
only he’s wearing Ringo glasses and a big 
dopey 70’s Afro wig (which comes into play 
eventually). Meanwhile, Cody’s mother 
decides to call Brother Fogg to tell him 
he healed her and that she coughed up a 
giant tumor. But when she goes to look 
in the trash, the tumor is missing. Cody 
comes home from work and his mother 
confronts him. He then informs her that 
he is calling the doctor, not for her but for 
himself, because he’s been coughing up 
blood. Evidently, back at work, his stomach 
started hurting and after attempting to 
cure his aching body with a few beers, he 
began spitting blood. A hilarious scene 
ensues where our lead is in bed trying to 
read a magazine, but cannot stop coughing 
up blood. He keeps flipping through the 
magazine and coughing and bleeding and 
my entire reaction to this scene was, “Why 
the fuck am I watching this?”
So he coughs up a pulsating meat chunk, 
hides it under his bed, stands up, dons a 
pair of shades, and makes a conscious 
decision to begin killing people. OK movie, 
I can follow this. Thank you!
  After the tumor incident, Cody crawls 
out of his bedroom window and drives 
over to Ike’s girlfriend’s house and slits 
her throat. He tosses her in the back of 
his truck and heads back home with the 
body. Sliding back through his window, he 
stuffs the corpse under his bed while Mom 
is knocking outside his door. He answers 
covered in blood, which his mom doesn’t 
notice and tells her to eff off. She does.
The next morning, he wakes up and seems 
oblivious to the previous night’s murder. 
But when he goes out to the kitchen to have 
a bowl of cereal, he hears a noise from his 
bedroom. He’s suddenly reminded of the 

ocular indegestion
                   by: bryan brady
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fact that there’s a body under his bed. He 
runs back to his room and under the bed is 
a skinless and mostly meatless, chewed up 
corpse. The tumor has now quadrupled in 
size and has a face with teeth. So, he starts 
coughing up more and more tumors and 
has now realized he has to feed them dead 
bodies, for whatever reason. Now I get it. 
I’ve been waiting around for what amounts 
to a Hellraiser/Little Shop of Horrors 
mashup.
  His mother has begun to worry about 
her son, so she makes the long drive to 
the city to meet with Brother Fogg. She 
enters his office where the televangelist is 
taking a big shit in his private restroom. 
Mind you, this whole movie is dubbed, so 
get ready to laugh at the stupidly loud fart 
and crap sounds filling your living room. 
She pays him $200 and he agrees to come 
give her son an exorcism. Whatever. Cody 
eventually kills his friend Ike and feeds him 
to the abominations. The biggest one hangs 
out in a cabinet and the second biggest lives 
in the washing machine. The kitchen is 
transformed into Pee Wee’s Playhouse for 
giant, bloody mouth creatures. When Mom 
comes back home, she is slowly fed to the 
abominations while Cody stands and makes 
stupid faces. He then spits a tumor into a 
shoe box, grabs a cat, and heads into the city 
where he sneaks into Fogg’s office. He plops 
the tumor and the live (real) cat into the 
toilet and closes the lid. The televangelist 
enters his office and makes for his toilet to 
take another big dumb shit. But WUH-OH, 
the abomination eats him or something and 
the film cuts back to a giant mouth monster 
now residing where a pristine commode 
once stood. 
  But Cody’s not done. He decides to go 
get his boss with the stupid wig. So, he 
tricks him into reaching into a cooler for 
a beer and losing a hand to the monster, 
then pulls out a chainsaw (when in Texas) 
and starts sawing away at that Afro wig, 
cutting his head in half and spilling out 
lots of leftover cow parts. They then waste 
another 15 minutes showing the same 
exact scene in the beginning with the 
girl in the cemetery. OK? So, back at the 
house, the kitchen has become even more 
of a gruesome scene. The giant mouths are 
more and more ravenous. In the middle 
of the room, Cody has a large pot filled 
with guts that he scoops into the mouths 
of the abominations with a pitch fork. His 
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girlfriend arrives to check up on him, when 
he suddenly attacks her. I guess he didn’t 
take into account that she was a Brazilian 
Jujitsu black-belt and she quickly turns the 
tables on him, running him through with 
the pitch fork. As the pitchfork is being 
dug into his abdomen Cody’s last words are 
“Ouch my STOMACH!” I LOL’D. 
  Unfortunately for the girlfriend, the 
mouths have taken a class in Japanese 
Hentai and a tentacle comes out of the 
biggest one’s mouth. It grabs her leg and 
pulls her in to her demise. A doctor shows 
up to the house, goes inside, shrieks, and 
comes out with a wiggling briefcase. Fade to 
black and credits start rolling. However, the 
two voices aren’t done talking and during 
the credits, the doctor tells Cody that this 
“dream” he’s been having is just his brain’s 
way of coping with the fact that he has 
actually committed seven murders and is 
locked up in an insane asylum. The voice of 
Cody shouts “No, it was the abomination!” 
THE END.
    Normal people will not watch this movie. 
In fact, normal people will not even read 
this column. No one is supposed to like 
this shitty fucking movie, we just do. This 
crap exists because we want it to. I cannot 
go into anymore description of how this 
movie made me feel, because guess what? 
I didn’t feel anything. Nothing about it 
made me want to side with any of the one-
dimensional characters. Nothing about it 
reflected anything personal or deep about 
me. But now, it has dawned on me: When 
writing these columns, I get a little weary 
about just what I’m saying to the cities of 
Dayton and Columbus. But mankind can 
get by for thousands of years without giving 
a crap about their watermark on history. 
So can director Max Raven and so can I 
for that matter. Because the big dump Max 
Raven took on his camera and sent out to 
video stores isn’t nearly as stinky as some of 
the other crap out there. And I don’t think 
my crap is the stinkiest either. I mean, it 
stinks like shit, but there are worse smells 
than shit, folks. Good Night. 
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ADVICE: MAMA CASS
Dear Mama Cass, 
I am a consistent (if not constant) patron 
of a local bar where all of my friends also 
hang out. Recently, I was the designated 
driver for a bunch of buddies, but I did have 
one beer when I arrived. The group had 
agreed to leave after 11 pm at the earliest 
and before 2 am at the latest. I got to the 
bar at 10 pm with most of my friends and 
ordered my one drink right away. Over the 
next hour, I nursed that 5% ABV beer and 
then babysat until everyone was ready to 
go. We left a few minutes after 1:30, a fact 
reinforced by the receipt of my last friend to 
cash out, which read 1:34 am. When I got 
to work a few days later, I was confronted by 
several coworkers (who also run in my social 
circle.) They expressed their concern about 
me drunk-driving a crew around town. I had 
one beer, monitored my intake, watched 
over my buds, AND delivered them all 
safely. Why am I being forced to defend 
myself?

--Bewildered

Dear Bewildered,
  Often, those who overindulge cannot 
comprehend the control of those who 
choose not to do so. If your claims are true 
and you weigh more than 90 pounds, you 
should have been well within the realm of 
legal vehicular operation. Your defensiveness 

TICK KECK TOE

Telephone’s phrasal template word game

has logical grounds.  However, I’m guessing 
your behavior was observed by other bar-
goers who probably weren’t as sober (in 
other words, logical.) In a public setting, 
you were spotted consistently drinking for 
at least an hour. At this point, you ceased 
imbibing. However, those who continued to 
drink and happened to see you previously 
drinking might have associated your earlier 
indulgence with their own continued 
inebriation. All of these roundabout big 
words boil down to this: People drank. They 
saw you drink. They continued down the 
drunken path, but didn’t witness you switch 
to water. They think you still drank. They 
are either worrying about your reliability or 
they are looking for a reason to gossip. As 
much as I know big mouths to love to talk 
shit, my money is on the latter. If you chose 
responsibility over indulgence, who cares 
what anyone else says? Next time, opt out of 
drinking altogether or prepare yourself for 
the onslaught of uninformed, judgemental 
opinion. And remember: judgement and 
ignorance are typically delivered in tandem.  
Some clichés are regularly applicable: If you 
didn’t do anything wrong, there’s no reason 
to worry about defending your actions.  

Good luck! 
Mama Cass 

     Planning the perfect ________-tober party

So you invited over the ________ and their ________  ________ to 

your Halloween party, here’s a few simple steps to make sure everybody 

has a ________ time and  ________ and the ________ don’t end up 

passing out in the punch bowl again this year. When planning a Halloween 

party, ________ decorations are crucial to setting the mood. Make sure to 

have plenty of ________ on the walls and a ________ machine always 

helps to set a ________ atmosphere. Next, don’t put all the alcohol out 

at once. When ________ people get dressed up, they can become very 

________ and end up drinking ________ too quickly. Next thing you 

know, ________ nurses are groping ________ superheroes in your living 

room, while Madonna is passed out on your ________.  With a little 

________ and ________ everybody is sure to have a ________ time! 
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THING’s organized neatly

Austin Radcliffe, 26, Currently living in Dayton, OH. 
Founder of the blog Things Organized Neatly. 

Artist, designer, photographer, woodworker & thinker, currently living in Dayton, OH....
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The Joy of Coloring: Telephone, Krang, Honey Boo Boo & You
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